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ABSTRACT

The internal support structure of the Gemini Near Infrared Spectrograph (GNIRS) comprises a series of substructures
(modules) which are interconnected to support the optical components and their mechanisms.  A very stable support
structure is required in the GNIRS to exploit the high image quality of the Gemini telescope.  The initial concept for the
structure used triangular trusses connecting stiff circular rings; this type of structure did not provide sufficient stiffness.
This concept was replaced by a novel type of structure employing lightweight cylindrical modules, with each module
produced by numerically controlled machining from a solid.   Finite element analysis is combined with three-dimensional
layout techniques to develop an optimized structural configuration for each module. A parametric process was performed
for the design optimization to produce the highest fundamental frequency for a given weight, as well as to deal with the
normal concerns about global deformation and stress.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Support structures for large optical instruments have always challenged scientists and engineers in design and
fabrication1.  Because they are massive and complicated, the design has often been overly conservative.  As a classical
design, Serrurier truss structures are widely adopted because of simplicity, and are based on a concept of balancing
masses2.  This concept may be applicable to relatively simple optical configurations, or where the mass and size of the
instrument are not driving design considerations.  Serrurier truss support works adequately with systems of uniform mass
distribution or of symmetric configuration.

The GNIRS is designed to provide high-precision optical performance to match the state-of-art Gemini 8-m Telescope’s
superb image quality. It is a quite complicated and massive optical instrument, with about 30 optical components, and its
optical package weighs about 8,000 Newton. All optical components are cooled to below 70K, so the support structure
must provide thermal isolation without sacrificing rigidity. An extremely stable internal support structure is required in
the GNIRS to exploit the high image quality of the Gemini telescope.  The initial design concept for the support structure
utilized truss members.  The trusses were connected to a stiff circular ring in the center, as in a Serrurier truss. It was
found that this type of structure did not provide sufficient stiffness.  This concept was replaced by a novel type of structure
employing lightweight cylindrical modules, with each module produced by numerically controlled machining from a
solid.   The support structure comprises a series of interconnected substructures which support the optical components and
their mechanisms.  This modular substructure provides excellent serviceability during handling, assembling, and
disassembling procedures. It provides great ease in the manufacturing process and avoids potential risks during many
operations.

Finite element analysis is mainly utilized to develop an optimized structural configuration for each module. A parametric
process was performed for the design optimization to produce the highest fundamental frequency for a given weight, in
addition to the normal concerns about global deformation and stress.  The optical layout of the GNIRS with a short-focal-
length camera is shown in Figure 1.



Figure 1. Optical Layout of Gemini Near-Infrared Spectrograph with a Short-focal-length Camera

2. BASELINE MODULE

The support structure of the GNIRS comprises a thermal isolation cylinder, a total of five cylindrical modules, and a
camera module.  The main part of the support system is the five cylindrical modules made out of aluminum (AL 6061
T651).  Each of these modules is designed to include the optical systems and their mounting mechanisms based on their
positions and orientations.  A baseline module was carefully studied to account for the structural functions of the
individual modules.   Each module is further modified and adjusted from the baseline module taking its individual
functions.  The baseline module was required to have high stiffness relative to its weight.  The module was optimized
based on the following design parameters (see Figure 2):

Fundamental frequency (mass and structural stiffness)
Wall thickness of the cylinder, wall thickness of the grid cell (pocket), and plate thickness of the mid-plane
Size of the pocket and shape of the pocket
Number of primary connectors (studs) and number of secondary connectors (bolts)
Thermal considerations and the contact area (structurally and thermally)
Machineability

Table 1 lists the mass and the fundamental frequency of a baseline module at a typical range of parameters for a uniform
cell grid size of 100 mm by 100 mm. Three different configurations in the wall thickness of the cylinder(6 mm, 9 mm,
and 12 mm) were examined, as well as various wall thicknesses of the grid pattern and the mid plates.



Table 1. Mass and fundamental frequency of a baseline module for various wall thickness

 Cylinder wall thickness = 6 mm
Grid wall thickness 6 mm 9 mm 12 mm
Mass (kg) 95 136 176
Frequency (hz) 423 408 397

 Cylinder wall thickness = 9 mm
Grid wall thickness 6 mm 9 mm 12 mm
Mass (kg) 101 142 183
Frequency (hz) 441 425 414

 Cylinder wall thickness = 12 mm
Grid wall thickness 6 mm 9 mm 12 mm
Mass (kg) 107 148 190
Frequency (hz) 454 437 427

Parametric design iterations determined an optimal configuration for the baseline module.  This basic configuration is:
overall diameter = 1100 mm, overall height = 224 mm, cylinder wall thickness = 12 mm, pocket wall thickness = 6 mm,
mid plate thickness = 6 mm, and light weight pocket shape configuration = 150 mm by 150 mm square.  The module
height was set by the fabrication procedures for the module.  With a common NC machine, an aluminum alloy disk of
1100 mm in diameter and 250 mm deep can be handled adequately.

Proper preloading of threaded fasteners is critical to their performance in the assembly.  The preload necessary for the
fasteners is mainly governed by the structural stiffness and the temperature variation in the assembly. A set of five (5)
primary studs is used for structural joint between the modules.  These studs are custom made ones similar to M18 or
equivalent bolts, and are designed to carry most of the structural loads.  Additionally, there is a set of 60 secondary bolts
(12 M6 bolts between the primary joints) on the interface flange. The main purpose of these bolts is to provide a better
thermal interface between modules.  A pair of shear pins will be installed in each module.  These pins will carry the shear
forces induced by the weight of modules and direct or indirect sources during handling and operation. The diameter of the
pins is 18 mm. A sketch of the baseline module is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Baseline Module



3. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

The GNIRS was designed to meet tight scientific functional constraints.  During a one hour exposure, the maximum
permissible motion of the slit image at the detector is 0.1 pixel, or about 2.7 microns.  This demanding specification on
the flexure of the instrument corresponds to the effect of a 15 degree rotation of the gravity vector during the period of
observation. A very stiff structure is required to meet this specification.  The GNIRS fundamental frequency goal is set for
100 hz, which corresponds to a global deflection of about 30 microns at the instrument as it is moved from the zenith to
horizon.

3.1  Modules and Subassemblies

The support structure of GNIRS is designed to support all the optical components and the subassemblies.  The GNIRS has
a typical internal operational temperature of 65 K. It is also under vacuum with up to one atmospheric pressure difference
between the inside and the outside of the dewar.  In order to reduce thermal radiation effects in the mechanism, there are
two passive shields and one actively cooled shield around the support structure. To minimize the thermal convection into
the support structure, there is a thermal insulation cylinder - a cylinder made out of a filament-wound G10 fiberglass.
This cylinder has two functions. First, it provides structural stiffness as a main structural member which is attached to the
interface support structure (ISS) plate at one end and to the interface location between Module 1 and Module 2 at the
other.  Secondly, it provides thermal isolation inside the support structure. A trade off study was performed to determine
the length and wall thickness based on structural performance and thermal characteristics.  Final configurations of the
G10 cylinder are: 1100 mm diameter,  524 mm length, and 18 mm wall thickness. The estimated mass of this cylinder is
60 kg. Typical mechanical and thermal properties of the G10 used in the study are as follows:

Elastic modulus = 28 x 109 N/m2

Mass density = 1860 Kg/m3

Poisson’s ratio = 0.18
Thermal conductivity = 200 mW /m /K at 60 K, and 500 mW /m /K at 300 K

The first module behind the G10 cylinder is called Module 1. It is designed to mount an Offner relay assembly and an
OIWFS (on instrument wavefront sensor). The Offner assembly is a two-mirror relay system which includes a cold stop
where the telescope secondary is re-imaged. The support system of the Offner primary mirror uses a flexure mount to
reduce effects from the thermal mismatch between the aluminum mirror substrate and the optical reflective coating
material (electroless nickel or aluminum plate).  This effect is known as “bimetallic bending”. The OIWFS package
comprises several subassemblies.  It provides tip-tilt correction and fine focus correction to facilitate acquisition of
objects.  The OIWFS consists of a pickup mirror unit and a gimbal mirror assembly. The entire package is to be mounted
either directly onto Module 1 or on an extended secondary support structure (Module 0 - provisional). Module 1 provides
sufficient stiffness for the mounts and accurate positioning precision for the optical systems.  Additionally, this module
includes a baffle mechanism to control stray light. The estimated mass of this module itself is 59 kg, and the mass of the
Offner including the optics and the mounts is 28 kg.  The OIWFS package was a mass of approximately 100 kg.  Module
1 and the Offner assembly are shown in Figure 3.  The finite element model of the module is also shown in the figure. In
the finite element analysis, a lumped mass was used for this module assembly.

On Module 2, a pair of filter wheels and slit and decker wheels are mounted.  The pair of filter wheels contain 22 filters
for order sorting and acquisition. The estimated mass of the filter wheels is 32 kg, which includes the mechanism mount
and the motor drive units.  Discrete slits, etched into metal plates, are placed in a slit wheel.  The slit length is varied by a
second set of fixed apertures placed behind the slit. Since the light relayed from the Offner re-images the focus of the
telescope onto the entrance slit, the precise position of the slit is extremely important. There is an access hole in the outer
wall of the module for servicing the filters and the slits. The estimated mass of the slit wheel is 24 kg, which includes the
mechanism mount and the motor drive units. The module, filter, and slit wheel assemblies are shown in Figure 4.  The
finite element model of the module is also shown in the same figure. For the finite element analysis, lumped masses were
used.
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Figure 3. Module 1
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Figure 4. Module 2

Module 3 is the most complicated one. The grating turret, two fold mirrors (a small fold mirror and a large double fold
mirror), and the collimator are mounted on this module.  The collimator mirror is an off-axis parabola and is held by a
kinematic three point support system.  This support mechanism is also designed to have a five-degree-of-freedom
adjustment for initial alignment.  The estimated mass of the collimator assembly is about 7 kg.  This assembly is rather
large, so it must be mounted on both Module 3 and Module 4. The grating turret assembly provides selection of the
grating and tilt of the selected grating, with two independent axes. It contains four gratings and one flat mirror. The
grating turret is located on the opposite side of the collimator on the module. An extremely stiff mounting support for this
mechanism is required because of the size and the mass.  Additionally, the turret requires baffling for stray light and
accommodates a tilt motion of seven (7) degrees from the axis.  The total mass of the grating turret was estimated as 80
kg.  The double fold mirror is a flat with semi-octagonal shape. It is held by a flexure mount and its estimated mass is 8
kg. This is about as large as the collimator, and like the collimator is partially mounted onto Module 4. The module,
mirrors, and grating assemblies are shown in Figure 5.  The finite element model of the module is shown as well.

Both the collimator mirror and the double fold mirror assemblies are partially mounted on Module 4. A cross-dispersion
turret is also installed on this module.  The cross-dispersion turret has two cross-dispersion prisms. The estimated mass of
this cross dispersion unit is 50 kg. The collimator mirror and the double fold mirrors are to be installed from outside of
the module.  This module was designed to account for complicated light paths of incoming light and outgoing light
between the optics – the double fold mirror, the collimator, the grating, the cross dispersion prism.  Significant amounts
of effort in design and analysis were made for the stray light baffling.  The finite element model of this module and the
design illustration are shown in Figure 6.



Module 5 includes the fold mirror 7, a large flat mirror, and a sizable cavity for the cross dispersion turret.   The fold
mirror relays the light from the cross dispersion turret to the camera turret assembly.  The mass of the folding mirror is
estimated as 6 kg.  The module layout and the finite element model are shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 5. Module 3
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Figure 6. Module 4
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Figure 7. Module 5



The camera module provides a support system for a camera assembly. It is a relatively long cylindrical housing and is
about 60% of the diameter of the other modules.  The camera turret assembly is mounted on an interface plate located on
the top surface of Module 5. There are four cameras mounted inside the camera turret. The estimated mass of the camera
assembly is 85 kg. The module layout and the finite element model are shown in Figure 8.
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 Figure 8. Camera Module

For each module, the mass of the optical components including their mounting mechanisms and their nominal
dimensions are listed in Table 2.

Table 2:  Mass and dimensions of the individual module

Mass (Kg) Dimension (mm)
G10 60.4 D550 x L525.262 x T18

Module 1 58.5 D1100 x T224
Offner 28 D199.2 x T18.75

Module 2 61.2 D1100 x T224
Slit Wheel 23.6 D500 x T25
Filter Wheel 32 D528.125 x T40

Module 3 55 D1100 x T224
Fold 4 Mirror 0.8 256.8 x 181.1 x 25
Double Fold Mirror 8 200 x 270 x 38
Collimator 6.1 165 x 200 x 35
Grating Turret 79.9 386.375 x 478.225x 340.675

Module 4 54 D1100 x T224
Cross Disperse turret 50 D209 x T198.425

Module 5 58.1 D1100 x T224
Fold 7 Mirror 5.4 289.125 x 216.4 x 42.175
Interface Plate 25.5 D533.4 x T30.25

Camera Module 73.8 D400 x L393.75
Camera 85



3.2 Overall Support Structure

The integrated support structure of GNIRS, as shown in Figure 9, comprises the G10 cylinder, and five modules. For
clarity, a half cut away of the structure and the optical assemblies is illustrated in the figure. The entire structure is held
as a cantilever and mounted on the ISS plate of the telescope structure. The overall mass is 755 kg, which includes a
camera assembly mass of  150 kg (65 kg of the camera module and 85 kg of camera optical components and mounting
supports).

Figure 9. Integrated Support Structure of the GNIRS

 A finite element model of the support structure was established.  From frequency analysis, a fundamental frequency of
100 hz was calculated.  The first frequency is in a very traditional mode of a cantilever structure, as shown in Figure 10.
This high frequency indicated that the support structure is adequately stiff.

Self-weight induced static structural analysis was conducted. This static analysis was used to determine the structural
deflections of all the optical components for the gravity vector orientations in X, Y, and Z, respectively. The global
coordinate system used for GNIRS has the X direction aligned with the slit direction, the Y is the lateral direction, and
the Z axis is parallel to the optical light path at the entrance window. For the lateral gravity cases (gravity along X or Y
direction), a maximum deflection of 41 microns was obtained at the detector location.  A relative deflection of 30 microns
between the detector and the slit location was calculated.  For the gravity along the optical axis (Z axis), the effect is
considerably smaller.  The deformed information for these three orthogonal directions is implemented in the image
motion evaluation.  The relative motions of each individual optical component are ray traced for the calculation of the
image motion.



Maximum stress over the structure in any gravity orientations is 7 Mpa (1,000 psi). The level of stress in the structure is
considerably low comparing to the yield stress and the micro yield stress of  AL T6061-T6513.  Consequently, there is not
any significant stress concentration over the modules.
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Figure 10. Fundamental Frequency and Mode Shape

It is noted that all of the analysis results are expressed in the global coordinate system. For a precise description of the
changes in orientation of the optical components, it is necessary to define the optical displacements in each component’s
own coordinate system (local system). Hence, a proper coordinate transformation was required for each optical
component. A typical structural deflection due to gravity in Y is listed in Table 3. Each optical component has 6 degrees
of freedom, deflections are in mm, and rotations are in mrad. The deflections of all optical components in the local system
are evaluated and then the relative deflections between the successive components are obtained.  The reason for
computing the differences between successive components is that only the relative motion between successive components
is relevant in this investigation.

4. IMAGE MOTION ANALYSIS

In the design specification, the image motion variation was limited to 0.1 pixel, or about 2.7 microns as a maximum
permissible slit image motion at the detector during a one hour exposure.  The goal is to keep the image stable within
1/10 of a pixel size of 27mm, or 2.7mm during a one-hour observation. Image movement on the slit should also be kept to
less than 3mm in a direction normal to the slit in order to maintain less than 5% vignetting during an one hour
observation. (Noted that the motion along the slit causes no vignetting). This specification on the flexure of the
instrument corresponds to the effects of a 15 degree rotation of the gravity vector during the period of observation.

The motion of each optical element due to self-weight deflection contributes to a shift of the image on the detector.  A
detailed optical analysis on the effect of each single component’s motion in relation to the image motion on the detector
has been carried out6. This image motion calculation is a first order approximation that combines the data from the
structural deflection due to the gravity with the optical sensitivity analysis. This provides a global indication of the
performance and an estimate of the magnitude of image motion both on the detector and on the slit as the gravity vector
changes.



Lateral gravitational deflections appeared most dominate, as seen in Table 3. The corresponding gravity
orientation was considered for the image motion calculation. For the telescope orientation, a first order
image motion can be defined as:

Table 3.  A typical deflections due to gravity in Y axis

MECHANICAL DEFLECTIONS DUE TO GRAVITY IN
+Y

This study uses the deflections of items represented as a lumped mass in
the analysis.
The deflections dx, dy, dz & rotations qx, qy, qz of items, are in global
coord. system.
These values are the results from  NASTRAN finite element
analyses.
The sensitivity study data is from "The Short Term Stability Analysis for GNIRS",
M.Liang, 9/17/96.

Item dX dY dZ qX qY qZ

mm mm mm mrad mrad mrad

Lyot stop -0.289 9.006 0.084 -0.006 -0.001 0.001
Diff. 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Offner -0.289 9.006 0.084 -0.006 -0.001 0.001
Diff. -0.355 -7.421 -0.128 0.005 -0.001 0.001

Fold #4 0.066 16.427 0.211 -0.011 0.000 0.000
Diff. 0.292 -0.787 4.748 0.001 0.003 -0.001

Fold #5 & #6 -0.226 17.214 -4.537 -0.012 -0.004 0.001
Diff. -0.033 2.083 -6.536 0.002 -0.002 0.003

Collimator -0.193 15.131 1.999 -0.014 -0.002 -0.003
Diff. -0.364 -1.629 0.073 -0.010 -0.003 -0.002

Grating Turret 0.171 16.760 1.927 -0.004 0.001 0.000
Diff. -0.228 -4.685 3.223 0.011 0.002 0.000

X-Dispersion
Turret

0.399 21.445 -1.297 -0.016 -0.001 0.000

Diff. -0.161 -1.554 -1.908 -0.005 -0.001 0.000
Fold #7 0.560 22.999 0.611 -0.011 0.000 0.000

Diff. 0.129 -4.565 -0.128 0.001 0.000 0.000
Camera 0.430 27.563 0.739 -0.013 0.000 0.000



Diff. 0.137 -3.667 1.814 0.000 0.000 0.000
Detector 0.293 31.230 -1.076 -0.013 0.000 0.000

Offner -0.289 9.006 0.084 -0.006 -0.001 0.001
Diff. -0.084 -3.371 0.640 0.002 0.001 0.000

Slit -0.205 12.378 -0.557 -0.008 -0.002 0.001

Image motion = sqrt [ hx2 * (cos f - cos q)2 + hy2 * (sin f - sin q)2 ]                      

,where
hx = combined image motion with gravity in X direction
hy = combined image motion with gravity in Y direction

f = angular position where calibration takes place, in this case, use f = 0o or at zenith pointing

q = telescope position where image motion takes place, use q = 15o

The image motion on the detector is shown in Figure 11.  The total image motion from zenith to horizon is 5.0 mm. From
any 15-degree range, the image motion is about 1mm, less then 1/10 of the pixel size of 2.7 mm.  In the 90-degree range,
the total motion is estimated to be about 5 mm.
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Figure 11.   Image motion on detector (in mm) vs. change of gravity vector (in degree).

The image motion on the slit is calculated in the same fashion as the image motion on the detector.
Note that the deflection along the slit causes no vignetting. Again assuming the instrument is calibrated



with the telescope in zenith position, the image motion at the slit location is shown in Figure 12.  The
total image motion from zenith to horizon in this case is 11.5 mm. Or, with the most conservative
scenario and over a 90-degree range, the vignetting is only slightly above 10%. In any 15-degree range,
this motion is estimated to be about 3 mm.  A 3 mm motion is equivalent to a 5% vignetting.  In a 90-
degree range, the motion is estimated to be 11 mm. Note that this deflection is relative to the mounting
plate and does not therefore include the effects of compensation by the OIWFS.  Hence, It is a worst
case analysis.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A parametric design study was conducted to determine an optimum configuration of the support
structure for the GNIRS.  In order to achieve athermalization of the instrument, the same material for
the entire instrument was employed.  All the reflective optics, the mounting mechanism, and the support
structure of the GNIRS were designed with aluminum alloy AL6061-T6.  For a minimum stress
induced from mounting the optics, the optical components were installed with the help of semi-
kinematic mirror mounts and flexure mechanisms.

The overall mass of the GNIRS support structure including the optics was estimated to be 755 kg. The
fundamental frequency is 100 hz. These results indicated that the support structure is capable of
carrying the instruments and is stable. For a first order approximation in the image motion evaluation, a
15-degree motion of the telescope along the meridian causes the image to move 0.991 mm on the
detector.  In a 90-degree change of gravity vector, the motion is about 0.2 pixel size, or 5.0mm.   Also,
the structural stiffness is sufficiently high that the estimated image movement across the slit is 3 mm
over a 15-degree change of gravity vector.  This is equivalent to a 5% vignetting (Reference 6).

Over an entire 90-degree change in gravity vector, the relative motion between the image and the slit is estimated to be
11.5mm. Due to the intrinsic stiffness of the optical component support structure, the gravity effects on the instrument
would not produce any significant affect on the optical performance.  The image motions due to self-weight deflection
were within the error budget.  It was found that large error contributions to the image were caused by the Offner, the
collimator, and the camera assembly.
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Figure 12.   Image motion normal to the slit in mm vs. change of gravity vector in degree.
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